PLEASE NOTE: Questions are presented below in **bold**, with *answers* from the Trust in *italic*. Similar questions are answered only once.

1.) With reviewing the RFP I notice a difference in the square footage for the perimeter netting at outdoor sports field. On page 15 in Exhibit 2 it says to provide 17,000 SF but in the specifications on page 25, it states 17,500 SF. Please clarify?

*The correct square footage for soccer field on the roof is 17,500 SF.*

2.) Can you please advise on the dimensions of the netting?

*The dimensions of the netting varies at different locations.*

*At the ground floor level outdoor sports field the dimensions are approximately*
- 6’-6” high and a total length of 270 ft.
- 8’-6” high and a total length of 360 ft.
- 13’-0” high and a total length of 1000 ft.

*At the roof level soccer field the dimensions are approximately*
- 12’-0” high and a total length 485 ft.
- 18’-0” high and a total length 400 ft.

*Please Note: All dimensions are approximate contractor to verify all dimensions in field.*